#NMCG2022

Protecting Digital
Rights in Closing
Spaces
hosts

About NMCG
The bi-annual and pan-African New Media, Citizens &
Governance Conference (NMCG) focuses on the
connectedness of new media and governance with citizens
as the nexus.
The theme for this year's edition is Protecting Digital Rights
in Closing Spaces.
Themes of Previous Conferences
2012 - Tools and Trends
2016 - Rights and Responsibilities
2018 - Government, New Media and Civic Spaces
2020 - New Media & Voice -People, Action & Hashtags
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The Host
Founded in 2011, BudgIT is a civic organization that applies
technology to intersect citizen engagement with institutional
improvement, to facilitate societal change. A pioneer in the
ﬁeld of social advocacy melded with technology, BudgIT uses
an array of tech tools to simplify the budget and matters of
public spending for citizens, with the primary aim of raising
standard of transparency and accountability in government.

Enough is Enough Nigeria (EiE) is a non-partisan network of
individuals and organizations committed to instituting a
culture of good governance and public accountability in
Nigeria through active citizenship. EiE launched the concept
of the #OﬃceOfTheCitizen as part of its 5th anniversary
activities in 2015 to educate Nigerians on their rights and
r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s .
E i E ’ s
# R S V P Register|Select|VotenotFight|Protect is a key voter education
campaign. EiE was an integral part of the #OccupyNigeria
movement in 2012 and is very active in the
#OpenNASS campaign.

Paradigm Initiative is a social enterprise that builds an
ICT enabled support system and advocates digital rights in
order to improve livelihoods for under-served youth. Our
programs include digital inclusion programs – such as the
Life Skills, ICT, Financial Readiness, Entrepreneurship (LIFE)
training program, Tertiary program – and the Digital
Rights Program. Across our oﬃces in Nigeria (Aba, Abuja,
Ajegunle, Kano, Yaba) and beyond, we work to connect
under-served youth with improved livelihoods through our
digital inclusion and digital rights programs.
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Agenda
9:00am – 9:25am
9:25 - 9:30am

PIN Movie/Registration/Networking
Welcome
Host: Tolu Adeleru-Balogun

9:30 – 10:10am

Keynote Speech
Anriette Esterhuysen

10:10 - 11:10am

Panel 1: African States and Digital Economy
Victoria Ibezim - Ohaeri, Isa Pantanmi
Moderated by: Tolu Adeleru-Balogun

11:10am – 12:10pm

Panel 2: Social Media and African States:
Restrictions and Shutdowns
Tope Ogundipe, Anthony Okechukwu Ojukwu (SAN),
Toyin Akinniyi, Nancy Saiboh
Moderated by: Iyanu Bolarinwa

Breakout 1
12:25 – 1:25pm
(Working Tea Break)

Breakout 1A: Data Privacy in Africa:
Policy and Implications
Olumide Babalola, Ololade Shyllon, Nompilo Simanje,
Chioma Agwuegbo
Moderated by: Khadija El-Usman

Breakout 1B: New Media and
Public Accountability
Gabriel Okeowo, Adeboye Adegoke, Motunrayo Alaka, Yusef Taylor
Moderated by: Alfred Akerele

1:25 – 2:25pm

Panel 3: New Media and Elections in Africa
Jude Feranmi, Marr Nyang, Judith Ogutu
Moderated by: Samson Itodo

Breakout 2
2:35 – 3:35pm

Breakout 2A: Digital Rights and Inclusion of
Persons with Disabilities (PWDs)
Daniel Onwe, Dr Millicent Agangiba, Wilson Macharia,
Tracy Onabis Ushie
Moderated by: Ngozi Ukpai-Okoro
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Agenda
9:00am – 9:25am

Breakout 2B: Digital Technology and
Insecurity in Africa
Kathleen Ndongmo, Gad Peter, Mawusi Dumenu
Moderated by: Cheta Nwanze

3:35 – 4:00pm

Closing Plenary: Wrap up and thank you
‘Yemi Adamolekun, ‘Gbenga Sesan, Gabriel Okeowo

4:00pm

Lunch and Networking
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ADEBOYE ADEGOKE
Senior Manager (Strategy and Grants),
Paradigm Initiative

Adeboye works at the Intersection of technology policy, social justice and human
rights. He is interested in the impacts that new and emerging digital technologies
have on human rights and social justice. He's Senior Manager at pan-African digital
rights and inclusion organisation, Paradigm Initiative, where he leads the
organisation's strategy and programs in Africa. He's very experienced with shaping
digital policies across the globe, working with parliamentarians and other
stakeholders in the development and implementation of digital policies. Adeboye
led the advocacy work for the passage of the digital rights and freedom bill by the
Nigerian parliament in 2019. An eﬀort he is currenty working to replicate in Zambia,
Tanzania and Malawi. He is a member of the Task Force on Artiﬁcial Intelligence and
Human Rights (TFAIR), ably led the government of Canada, a 2021 fellow at the
Center for AI and Digital Policy, member of the Danish government’s Tech for
Democracy Advisory Council, member of Twitter's Human and Digital Rights
advisory council and member of the Advisory council of the Freedom Online
Coalition (FOC). He has a Masters' Degree in Law from the University of Pretoria.

ALFRED AKERELE
International Centre for Investigative
Reporting, Nigeria

Alfred is a program oﬃcer at the International Center for Investigative Reporting
(ICIR). He is a development worker with an extensive understanding of youth
engagement, leadership transformation, civic engagement, sustainable
development goals programming and community development.
He is a member of Commonwealth Youth, Gender Equality Network supporting
young people in the Commonwealth nations to have access to gender-inclusive
quality education with relevant curricula which prioritise holistic learning methods,
and that prepare young people for decent work, equitable employment
opportunities and entrepreneurship and Member of West Africa Regional
Consultation, African Union Youth Division on Youth Pre-Specialized Technical
Committee.
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ANRIETTE ESTERHUYSEN
Senior Advisor, Internet Governance,
Policy Advocacy and Strategic Planning

Anriette is the outgoing chairperson of the Multistakeholder Advisory Committee of
the Internet Governance Forum (IGF) having served in this role from December
2019 to December 2021. Previously she was the executive director of the
Association for Progressive Communications (APC) - the largest ICT-focused civil
society network in the world - and continues to work with APC as a senior advisor on
Internet governance.
Anriette is the convenor of the African School on Internet Governance (AfriSIG) a
joint initiative of APC, the African Union Commission and Research ICT Africa. She
currently serves on the boards of Connect Humanity and the Tertiary Education &
Research Network of South Africa (TENET) and is also a member of the executive
committee of the IGF Support Association. Anriette was inducted into the Internet
Hall of Fame as a Global Connector in 2013 for her work in extending internet
connectivity in Africa.

ANTHONY OJUKWU, SAN
Executive Secretary,
National Human Rights Commission (NHRC)

Anthony is a Nigerian Lawyer and the Executive Secretary of the National Human
Rights Commission (NHRC), an independent national institution for the promotion,
protection and enforcement of human rights in Nigeria.
Before his appointment, he served as the Special Assistant to the former Executive
Secretary of NHRC in 2001, Dr Bukhari Bello. He was also appointed as the State
Administrative Secretary of the National Electoral Commission (NEC) in Imo State. In
2021, Mr Anthony was named a Senior Advocate of Nigeria (SAN).
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CHETA NWANZE
Lead Partner, SBM Intelligence

Cheta is the Lead Partner at SBM Intelligence, a Nigerian think-tank that focuses on
geopolitics and socio-economic issues. He is an alumnus of the US State
Department’s International Visitor’s Leadership Program and has attended the
Moscow Security Conference.
Mr Nwanze is passionate about writing and maintains columns in Business Day,
Financial Nigeria and the Guardian Nigeria. His OpEds have been published in
various other Nigerian media as well as in Africa Is A Country, Al-Jazeera, The
Guardian (UK), and the Mail and Guardian (South Africa).

CHIOMA AGWUEGBO
Executive Director, TechHerNG

Chioma Agwuegbo is the Executive Director at TechHerNG, demystifying
technology for women and applying tech solutions towards societal problems,
especially as they aﬀect women.
Chioma’s foray into advocacy began in 2008, with the Light Up Nigeria Movement.
Since then, she has functioned in leadership teams for campaigns such as Enough
is Enough, Gen Voices, Occupy Nigeria, Bring Back Our Girls, Not Too Young To Run,
and now, StateofEmergencyGBV.
In recognition of her work with women and politics, she was an inaugural speaker at
the Global Women Leaders Forum in Iceland in November 2018. Chioma is an
alumnus of the World Economic Forum’s Global Shapers and served as Deputy
Curator and Communications Director of the Abuja Hub. She is an associate
member of the Nigeria Leadership Initiative, a Commonwealth Associate Fellow,
and a member of the British Red Cross and Mo Ibrahim Foundation Now Generation
Network.
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DANIEL ONWE
President, Association of Lawyers
with Disabilities in Nigeria(ALDIN)

Daniel Onwe is a legal consultant to the leading Organizations of Persons with
Disabilities (OPDs) in Nigeria. He is a key contributor to the draft Bills for the major
state and federal disability laws in Nigeria.
Onwe has consulted for a broad spectrum of bodies including the 6th House of
Representatives Joint Committee on Human Rights/Women Aﬀairs and Social
Development, as well as numerous Civil Society Organizations and International
Development Agencies, including the European Union-sponsored and British
Counsel managed Rule of Law and Anti-Corruption (RoLAC) programme. Also, he is
an External Counsel to number of Nigerian Banks and public establishments.

GABRIEL OKEOWO
Country Director, BudgIT

Gabriel Okeowo is the Country Director at BudgIT – a civic organization that applies
technology to intersect citizen engagement with institutional improvement, to
facilitate societal change.
Gabriel is a social development professional with over 13 years of progressive
experience in the NGO sector. Gabriel’s background is in behavioural science and
he has an advanced degree in project development and implementation. He also
possesses skills and certiﬁcation in data processing and management information
systems (DPMIS).
Gabriel’s experience cuts across social integration, human development,
community development, health promotion, organizational development, and
promotion of public sector transparency and accountability. Gabriel has led several
development projects, with international organizations, nationally and across ﬁve
West African countries with funding support from the Global Fund, World Bank, EU,
the Dutch Government, and other international foundations.
At BudgIT, Gabriel is currently responsible for the overall organizational strategy
and for managing various departments/project teams in the organization,
interfacing with donors, raising funds for projects, reviewing organizational plans
and budgets, and overseeing brand visibility strategy.
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GAD PETER
Executive Director, CLEEN Foundation

Gad Peter is the executive director of Cleen Foundation, a Civil Society
Organization with the mission of promoting public safety, security and accessible
justice through the strategies of empirical research, legislative advocacy,
demonstration programmes and publications, in partnership with government, civil
society and the private sector.
He is also a great mobilizer of both human and material resources, a Certiﬁed
Chartered Mediator and Conciliator, Trainer, Public Speaker, Strategist and
Leadership Expert with several publications, papers and presentations to his credit.
Gad is currently a member of the Plateau State Open Governance Partnership and
the University of Jos Teaching Hospital Ethical Committee Member. He is a Member
Board of trustees of several organization and a Charter mediator.

IYANUOLUWA BOLARINWA
Assistant Manager, BudgIT

Iyanuoluwa is an Assistant Manager, International Growth at BudgIT. Before his
current engagement, Iyanuoluwa worked in the establishment and management of
the Civic Hive hub, the innovation centre of BudgIT set up to create an innovative
virtual & physical space for partnerships and to raise civic tech leaders/solutions in
Nigeria.
Iyanuoluwa has written and co-published over ten papers on a series of topics like
COVID-19 ﬁnancial audit, sub-national transparency and civic education manuals.
Iyanu is a fellow of the Tony Elumelu Foundation, African Changemakers & the
Pandemic Action Network. In his leisure time he volunteers with organisations to
train and reintegrate out-of-school children, building community Libraries and
creating safe spaces for children.
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JUDE FERANMI
Practice Lead, Co-Creation Hub

Jude is the Practice Lead of the HEI Innovation Practice at Co-Creation Hub. Jude
was nominated for the prestigious Future Africa Awards Prize for Governance in the
year 2020. In 2022, he was also selected as an Associate of the prestigious
Archbishop Desmond Tutu Fellowship. He is also the Convener of Raising New
Voices Initiative, a civil society organization focused on raising the next generation
of political leaders in Nigeria.
He has contributed immensely to various campaigns seeking to expand the
democratic space for young people, including the #NotTooYoungToRun Act, The
Electoral Act 2022 and The Nigerian Startup Act 2022. Jude is the author of The
Pragmatics of Real Change and Lead The People.

JUDITH OGUTU
Communications Manager,
Paradigm Initiative (PIN)

Judith is a strategic communication professional with extensive experience in the
corporate, public, development and non-proﬁt sectors. She has handled
communication projects in banking, innovation and technology, digital rights and
inclusion, energy, medical/health, pharmaceutical and philanthropy.
She has also worked as a journalist at The Standard Group- one of Kenya’s leading
media houses and was a news contributor for British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC), Nairobi Bureau.

KATHLEEN NDONGMO
Principal Oﬃcer, Anqore Consulting

Ms Ndongmo is a pan-African social justice advocate, leading African strategist and
avid creative communications professional. She is an Open Internet for Democracy
fellow, and an alumnus of the prestigious IVLP programme named one of
Cameroon's 50 change agents and was the recipient of the Cameroon Career
Women awards in 2016.
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Kathleen was one of the leading voices against the Cameroonian Internet
shutdown of 2017, she also actively contributed to the #BringBackOurInternet
campaign. She was the country update speaker for Cameroon at Nigeria’s
Paradigm Initiative's Internet Freedom Forum in 2016 and 2017, and has written
several regional digital rights reports. Kathleen is a member of the Netrights Africa
Coalition, a pan-African coalition for digital rights in Africa and the Africa Digital
Rights Network (ADRN) which brings together activists, analysts and researchers
from seven African countries.

KHADIJA EL-USMAN
Program Oﬃcer, Anglophone West Africa,
Paradigm Initiative.

Khadija El-Usman is a legal practitioner and Human Rights, Advocate. She currently
serves as the Program Oﬃcer (Anglophone West Africa) at Paradigm Initiative.
Khadija is interested in Digital Rights and Inclusion, Sustainable development,
Gender equality and ending sexual and gender-based violence.

MARR NYANG
Executive Director, Gambia Participates

Marr Nyang is a Good Governance Advocate who founded Gambia Participates; a
Civil Society Organization that works around strengthening the work of anticorruption, ﬁscal transparency and elections within and outside The Gambia. Marr’s
expertise is in Public Finance Management (PFM), Elections, Anti-Corruption and
strategic public policy advocacy (including strategic litigation).
He has led Gambia Participates, one of the leading Civil Society in The Gambia in
advancing ﬁscal transparency, oversight and public participation in the budget,
headed the largest domestic election observation group in 2021 and 2022
elections, and through Gambia Participates, he has led and won two strategic
litigations on Elections and budget accountability that has impacted the
advancement of democracy in The Gambia.
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MILLICENT AGANGIBA
Executive Director,
Inclusive Tech Group, Ghana

Millicent Agangiba is the Executive Director of Inclusive Tech Group, a not-for-proﬁt
organization that seeks to promote digital accessibility for persons with disabilities
and other vulnerable groups. She holds Master's in Computer Science from Tver
State Technical University, Russia and obtained her PhD in Information Systems
from the University of Cape Town, South Africa.
She has several publications in international journals and conferences to her credit.
She is a reviewer of several international journals and conferences. Millicent has
received several international awards and scholarships including L’Oréal- UNESCO
Women in Science for Sub- Saharan African Award. Millicent is a Senior Member of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (SMIEEE), member Association
of Computing Machinery (ACM), the Association of Information Systems (AIS),
Ghana and the International Association of Engineers (IAENG).

MOTUNRAYO ALAKA
Executive Director,
Wole Soyinka Centre for Investigative Journalism

Motunrayo Alaka is a media, communication and development innovator. She
currently serves as the ED/CEO of the Wole Soyinka Centre for Investigative
Journalism, Lagos. Motunrayo also serves on the Center for Collaborative
Investigative Journalism, US board as secretary and is an advisory council member
for the Media Development Investment Fund (MDIF) Nigeria Media Innovation
Program (NAMIP).
She is currently leading 26 media and media-related organisations on the
Collaborative Media Engagement for Development Inclusivity Accountability
(CMEDIA) project, an intervention focused on media independence and
accountability at the sub-national levels of government. She also serves as the
Media and Journalism Coordinator for the 18 MacArthur Foundation direct grantees
in Nigeria.
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NANCY SAIBOH
Co-Founder/ CEO,
Actions for Development and Empowerment

Ndi Nancy Saiboh is the Co-Founder/ CEO of Actions for Development and
Empowerment (ADE), a non-proﬁt, grassroots, and youth-driven organization
founded to empower young people to act around issues that aﬀect their lives and
play an active role in the development process thereby creating positive change in
their communities and Africa at large.
Nancy is a social justice advocate and community organizer interested in public
accountability and the use of law to improve the socioeconomic well-being of
citizens, with a priority on youths, women and vulnerable groups.
She just launched the SDG School Tour which seeks to empower students,
especially girls on creating awareness around the sustainable development goals
and carry out community initiatives aimed at promoting SDGs 4, 5, and 6. She also
launched the EmpowerHer Champaign aimed at sensitizing adolescent girls about
proper Menstrual Hygiene and addressing menstrual taboos and myths
surrounding menstruation.

NGOZI UKPAI-OKORO
Mobilization Oﬃcer, Project Enable Africa

Ngozi Ukpai-Okoro is a disability inclusion and rights advocate. She is currently the
community specialist at Project Enable Africa. She is a 2014 Fellow of the Carington
Youth Fellowship Initiative.
She is an author and also passionate about the digital empowerment of women and
girls with disabilities.

NOMPILO SIMANJE
Legal and ICT Policy Oﬃcer,
Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA)

Nompilo Simanje is the Legal and ICT Policy Oﬃcer at, the Media Institute of
Southern Africa (MISA). Nompilo develops and delivers strategic legal interventions
under the Media Defence Fund in the promotion and protection of freedom of
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expression and the right to information in Zimbabwe. She is also tasked with
information and communications technologies sectors engagement to foster the
exercise and enjoyment of freedom of expression, digital rights and the right to
information.

OLOLADE SHYLLON
Head, Privacy Policy
(Africa, Middle East, and Turkey) Meta

Ololade Shyllon heads privacy policy across Africa, the Middle East and Turkey
(AMET) for Meta. In this role, she is responsible for working with internal and
external stakeholders to continuously shape and inform Meta’s privacy-ﬁrst
approach as it helps bring the metaverse to life.
Dr Shyllon is a human rights lawyer with expertise spanning the three informationrelated rights of freedom of expression, access to information and privacy. She has
led and participated in developing regional normative frameworks for the African
Union, and engaged in research, capacity building and advocacy about these three
information-related rights across Africa and the Middle East. She holds a doctorate
in human rights law from the University of Pretoria.

OLUMIDE BABALOLA
Co-Founder, Digital Rights Lawyer Initiative

Olumide Babalola is a Nigerian lawyer and managing partner of Olumide Babalola,
LP - his ﬂagship full-service law oﬃce with a particular bias for digital rights,
consumer rights litigation, class actions, employment and corporate commercial
litigation et al.
Olumide has ﬁve published books to his credit. His rich and diverse digital rights
litigation experience spans across all superior courts of records in Nigeria and
regional courts in Africa including the ECOWAS Community Court of Justice. He has
speciﬁcally litigated Privacy and Data Protection, Cybercrime, Hate Speech,
Freedom of Information, Online Freedom of Expression, and the passage of laws
protecting digital rights among others. In 2019, he spoke at the RightsCon (The 8th
Annual Summit on Human Rights in the Digital Age) held in Tunis and UN Internet
Governance Forum in Berlin, 2019, among others.
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SAMSON ITODO
Executive Director, Yiaga Africa

Samson Itodo is a community organiser and Executive Director of Yiaga Africa, a
civic organisation whose mission is to promote democracy in Africa. One of
Samson’s most signiﬁcant achievements has been the successful campaign
#NotTooYoungToRun to lower the minimum age for elective oﬃce in Nigeria.
He is a recipient of several local and international awards and his work has been
featured by local and international media stations such as Aljazeera, CNN, BBC, RFI,
CCTV, SABC, etc. In 2018, he was appointed by the Gates Foundation as a
Goalkeeper and honoured by the National Democratic Institute (NDI)Washington
DC as the 2018 Rising Democracy leader in Africa.

TOPE OGUNDIPE
Founder/Director,
TechSocietal Consulting
Tope is the Founder/Director at TechSocietal Consulting, a social enterprise
focused on reducing digital inequalities and digital harms for vulnerable and
underserved groups, and women and girls.
She’s an advocate for women’s rights in the digital space and has worked on
projects with the Worldwide Web Foundation which involves research and policy
advocacy on mainstreaming gender in national ICT policies.
Tope works with such regional and international networks as the Alliance for
Aﬀordable Internet, The IGF Best Practise Forum (On Gender and Access), African
Internet Rights Alliance & the Net Rights Africa Coalition to advance digital access
and resilience. She is an alumnus of the University of York, Harvard Kennedy
School, the Lagos Business School & the Obafemi Awolowo University, Nigeria.
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TOYIN AKINIYI
Principal, Luminate.Africa

Toyin Akiniyi is a principal representative at Luminate in Africa. Toyin brings
experience in international development with a focus on media development,
advocacy, monitoring and evaluation, civic engagement, and broad stakeholder
capacity development to her position.
Before joining Luminate, Toyin was Africa Program Oﬃcer at Natural Resource
Governance Institute (NRGI) where she helped develop and deliver initiatives
aimed at advancing the organisation’s resource governance goals in Nigeria. She
also served as NRGI’s Communications and Advocacy Oﬃcer for Anglophone
Africa managed media programs across the region and contributed to the global
media Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning framework and online platform.
Previously, Toyin helped improve Nigeria’s investigative journalism landscape
through her work at the Wole Soyinka Centre for Investigative Journalism.

TRACY ONABIS USHIE
Disability Inclusion Oﬃcer

Tracy is the Disability Inclusion Oﬃcer at Inclusive Friends Association (IFA).

VICTORIA IBEZIM-OHAERI
Executive Director, Spaces4Change

Victoria Ohaeri is the executive director of Spaces for Change (S4C), a non-proﬁt
organization working to infuse human rights into social and economic governance
processes in Nigeria.
She is an SXSW 2013 honoree, Desmond Tutu Fellow and Harvard University
alumni. She has led or participated in major studies commissioned by UN-HABITAT,
COHRE, MSI Integrity, Ford Foundation, IISD, IDS, Energia, Women Learning
Partnership, UCL's Bartlett DPU, Conectas, among others.
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Victoria is a leading member of several international networks. She also writes
weekly columns in three Nigerian national dailies, with her public commentary
focusing mainly on energy, environment, urban governance, gender and human
rights. She also sits on the board of a number of national and international nongovernmental organizations, such as Publish What You Pay International,
Journalists Initiative for Sustainable Environment, Good Women Association,
Cultural Communication and Legal Resource Center, etc.

WILSON MACHARIA
Centre for Human Rights,
University of Pretoria, South Africa

Wilson Macharia is a Research Assistant at Strathmore University Law School, and
an LLM candidate at the Centre for Human Rights, University of Pretoria. Until
December 2019, he served as a Project Support Oﬃcer at Agency for Disability and
Development in Africa under the EmployAble program which seeks to safeguard
the realization of the right to work of PWDs in Kenya, Ethiopia and Rwanda; and the
Inclusive Education project aimed at implementing the Kenya Sector Policy for
Learners and Trainees with Disabilities.
Wilson seats in the Caucus for Disability Rights Advocacy which is hosted by UDPK.
He has been involved in designing and implementing key projects and policies
aimed at eliminating the barriers that impede the full and eﬀective participation of
Persons with Disabilities. This includes coordinating the Public Participation
Disability Inclusion Index project which seeks to enhance the participation of PWDs
in political and public life in Kenya.

YUSEF TAYLOR
Spokesperson, Team Gomsa Bopa

Yusef Taylor is the Spokesperson of Gambian Civil Society Organisation Team Gom
Sa Bopa and an editor and practising journalist with Gainako Online News.
Yusef has a keen interest in human rights, the economy and good governance
among many others. He continues to break news on the economy, human rights
violations and is highly engaged in security sector reforms, constitutional reform
and the transition of the Gambia from dictatorship to a democracy, the New Gambia.
Yusef has been working with Gainako as a media practitioner from 2015 to date. He
has a degree in Civil Engineering with 5 years of Design Consultancy experience.
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#NMCG2022
https://newmediagov.ng/

